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Mines jobs bonanza

Feds fast-track Julia Creek project, signalling critical support
EXCLUSIVE
MICHAEL WRAY
THE Morrison Government
will fast-track a critical minerals mine in north-west
Queensland that is expected
to create hundreds of jobs.
Industry Minister Karen
Andrews will today grant major
project status to the St Elmo
Vanadium Project near Julia
Creek, boosting a government
push to become a key global
player in critical minerals.
Ms Andrews said the mine
would create 200 jobs in con-

struction with “hundreds more
to follow once the mine is operational and as its output grows”.
“Not only do projects like
this hold enormous economic
potential for local communities, they also generate millions of dollars for the
Australian economy,” she said.
“Granting major project
status demonstrates the Morrison Government’s support
for companies with nationbuilding plans, especially in
areas which are of significant
value to overseas markets.”
The status will streamline

the approvals process for the
mine’s operator, Multicom
Resources Limited.
Resources Minister Matt
Canavan said global demand
continued to increase for
critical minerals such as vanadium, which can make steel
alloys used in space vehicles,
nuclear reactors and aircraft
carriers as well as in batteries
to store renewable energy.
“Australia is cementing its
place as a powerhouse for
critical minerals and rare
earth production now and into
the future,” he said.

“My recent trip to the US
focused heavily on strengthening US-Australia ties on
critical minerals, and this
project will be one of many
that will benefit from the
opportunities provided by this
collaboration,” he said.
Multicom
Resources
executive director Nathan
Cammerman said the fast
tracking sent a “clear signal
the government was committed to enabling critical minerals projects”.
“Support with the final
project construction and de-

velopment approvals required
for the project will also help
towards significant employment and economic outcomes
for the Julia Creek and broader north Queensland region,”
Mr Cammerman said.
LNP Senator Susan McDonald said the North West
Minerals Province could potentially provide long-term,
well-paying jobs for thousands
of people.
Construction of the Saint
Elmo Project is expected next
year, with the first vanadium
exports likely in 2021.

Canavan,
Albo clash
over coal
MICHAEL WRAY
A ROUND of name-calling
has broken out between two of
the country’s most senior politicians as Anthony Albanese
started a four-day road trip
pledging to support “any project in Queensland or anywhere else” that creates jobs.
The Opposition Leader
opened his Queensland listening tour yesterday by savaging
Northern Australia and Resources Minister Matt Canavan, calling him a “boy” before
Mr Canavan hit back, labelling
Mr Albanese the “Hulk Hogan
of Australian politics”.
The spat broke out after Mr
Canavan challenged Mr Albanese to use his tour of regional
Queensland to say “three simple words: I support Adani”.
“Matt Canavan is a boy and,
what I don’t do is, when a boy
makes a request, agree to him
in a snap,” Mr Albanese said.
Mr Canavan returned serve,
telling The Courier-Mail that
Mr Albanese shared at least
one quality with famed performance
wrestler
Hulk
Hogan. “He only pretends to
fight,” Mr Canavan said.

Tech fest
pitch plan

HARD WORK: Personal trainer Luke Zocchi says he has to resort to tricks to keep his “challenging’’ client and mate Chris Hemsworth in shape.

‘LOOKS GOOD
BUT THOR
IS A DUMMY’

MIBENGE NSENDULUKA
HELPING Chris Hemsworth stay in
shape can be challenging at times,
according to his personal trainer and
friend Luke Zocchi.
The Byron Bay-based PT said that
he had resorted to using reverse psy-

chology in order to keep Thor in shape.
“Look he is a good client, but if I tell
him to do something, he won’t do it,”
Zocchi said. “He’s very competitive so
I’ve just outsmarted him. I just do
whatever I want him to do.
“Say for example I’m like, ‘do 50
squats’ and he won’t do them, I’ll do 50

and then he’ll do 60. I’ve outsmarted
him, he’s pretty good-looking, but he’s
pretty dumb.”
Zocchi has been training his childhood friend Hemsworth for almost
eight years and is best known for
sculpting the buff Hollywood hunk, 36,
into the role of Thor.

QUEENSLAND’S largest innovation and technology festival QODE will introduce a
Shark Tank-style business pitch
opportunity next year.
QODE, from March 24-25,
is part of Brisbane’s Curiocity
festival, which includes the
World Science Festival and the
new Women of the World
(WOW) showcase.
Launching the 2020 program yesterday, Innovation
Minister Kate Jones said Curiocity would lure hundreds of
thousands of visitors and inject
more than $17 million into the
state economy. QODE has secured more than 30 companies,
including success story Atlassian, for 2020, and will introduce
Pitch Black to help get start-ups
in front of investors and corporate decision-makers.
VISIT QODEBRISBANE.COM

Call to back new national
education evidence body

Teachers switch to breakaway union

CLARE MASTERS

STATE POLITICAL REPORTER

AUSTRALIA will be kick
started into “21st century
learning’’ with the formation
of a national education evidence body to be discussed at
today’s Education Council
meeting in Alice Springs.
It is hoped this institution
will help put an end to ideological battles and reverse Australia’s declining literacy and
numeracy standards.
Our fractured education
system that allows various ideologies to dictate different
ways of learning has contributed to varying standards and
ways of teaching in our schools
and means innovation stops

at the school gate, experts say.
An independent national evidence institute is on the agenda at the Education Council
and education leaders hope it
will mean teachers can use
research to improve school
outcomes – in the same way
doctors use evidence and best
practice to inform treatment.
Federal Education Minister
Dan Tehan said the situation
in Australia’s schools was now
critical and he was asking
ministers to speed up the implementation of the Gonski
Reforms, which included the
evidence institute.
“Our hope is that this plan
will be fully endorsed by states
and territories,” he said.

EXCLUSIVE
DOMANII CAMERON

A NEW union believes it can
entice at least half of the
powerful Queensland Teachers’ Union membership by
offering competitive rates
while promising to be independent of politics.
For the first time in about
100 years, the state’s teachers
will have another union to
choose from, with the Teachers’ Professional Association of
Queensland
to
officially
launch today.
The union will offer a flat
yearly rate of $442 for full-time
teachers across the public and
private sector.
This is comparative to the

QTU and the Independent
Education Union Queensland
Branch, which base their fees
on wages.
Recent figures revealed the
QTU’s membership grew to
46,724 last financial year while
the IEU’s fell from 16,667 to
16,590.
TPAQ assistant state secretary Jack McGuire (pictured)
told The Courier-Mail the
union’s executive was formed
by a group of teachers concerned about the politicisation
of the classroom and the education model.
“They state that focus on
key areas such as classroom
behaviour and being able to
maintain an environment conducive to learning was totally
lacking,” he said.

Mr McGuire said
that not one cent of
members’
money
would be diverted to
political parties.
He
said
the
TPAQ had established a superlative
legal and industrial
team to protect
its members’
rights
and
advocate on
their behalf.
Mr McGuire also
said that a
member’s
political
leanings
were of no
concern.
“For us it

is all about freedom of choice,”
he said.
The union was modelled on the Nurses’
Professional Association
of Queensland, which
was launched almost six
years ago and now had
about 5000 members.
“In fact, the
TPAQ
uses
the same legal
and industrial support
as
the
NPAQ, so
teachers
can expect
to be serviced right
off the bat,”
Mr McGuire
said.
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